
The SL50 series are 
self-contained single channel temperature data loggers 
that can operate from -40°C to +140°C and can record 
temperature, or temperature and humidity. They are very 
small (about the same size as a watch battery) so they 
can be inserted into small items and packages.
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‘A’ grade products come with a UKAS traceable calibration certificate. Upon 
request, other products can be supplied with such a certificate, and specific 
calibration points can be specified. Please contact our Sales Office for details.

Accessories

The SL50 series boasts an extensive range of accessories -see below

SL50-INTERFACE-USB USB smart button communication interface (main picture)
SL50-ACC01 High pressure / watertight enclosure - 316 stainless steel
SL50-ACC02 Rubberised holder for SL50 series buttons
SL50-ACC03 Plastic enclosure
SL50-ACC04 Magnetic pad for all SL50 series buttons - pack of 5
SL50-ACC06-PK5 Silicone protective enclosure - pack of 5
SL50-ACC06-PK10 Silicone protective enclosure - pack of 10
SL50-ACC08-PK5 Silicone enclosure with tab - pack of 5
SL50-ACC08-PK10 Silicone enclosure with tab - pack of 10
SL50-ACC10 Anodised waterproof enclosure, for autoclave validation - with 

stainless steel support frame and two o-rings
SL50-WALL Wall-mounting bracket for SL50 series loggers - pack of 5
SL50-CLIP Plastic snap-in fob for SL50 series loggers - pack of 5

Order Codes - Accessories

Kits

Button kits containing the appropriate button, interface lead and TempIT-Pro 
software are available. Please contact our Sales Office for details.

SL50-ACC01 SL50-ACC02 SL50-ACC03 SL50-ACC06 SL50-ACC10


